PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
ZAC SHEPARD - 3B
LAST GAME: 1/21 vs. Canberra Cavalry
1x5, 2B, 2 SO
GAMES: 9
HOMERUNS: 3
AVG: .290
RBI: 9

LIARVIS BRETO - LHP
LAST GAME: 1/21 at Cardenales de Lara
0.1 IP H, 0 R, BB, 0 SO
APPEARANCES: 38
INNINGS: 15.2
ERA: 2.81
STRIKEOUTS: 17

PROSPECT WATCH
TYLER ALEXANDER- LHP
TIGERS NO. 13 PROSPECT- MLB Pipeline
AGE: 24 // HOMETOWN: Southlake, TX
HEIGHT: 6-2 // WEIGHT: 200
BATS: Right // THROWS: Left
HOW OBTAINED: Selected by the Tigers in the second round of the June 2015 draft.

TOP 10 PROSPECT RANKINGS
According to Baseball America
1. Franklin Perez, RHP
2. Alex Faedo, RHP
3. Matt Manning, RHP
4. Beau Burrows, RHP
5. Jake Rogers, C
6. Daz Cameron, OF
7. Isaac Paredes, INF
8. Dawel Lugo, INF
9. Christin Stewart, OF
10. Gregory Soto, LHP